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Report No. F65/15

Eden District Council

Accounts and Governance Committee

24 September 2015

Annual Fraud Report 2014-2015

Report of the Director of Finance

1. Purpose of the Report

1.1 This report gives Members an update on how the Council has sought to detect and 
prevent fraud in 2014-2015.

1.2 The report includes information which meets the mandatory disclosure requirements of 
the Local Government Transparency Code 2015.

2. Recommendation

The report is noted.

3. Background to the Report

3.1 Like any organisation, the Council is potentially vulnerable from fraud, either from its 
employees, or from members of the public.  The Council’s approach to protecting itself 
from fraud is set out in its Anti-Fraud, Theft, Bribery and Corruption Strategy and 
Response Plan, which is annually updated and approved by this Committee: see 
elsewhere on this agenda.

3.2 The main area where the Council is particularly vulnerable to fraud is that of benefits 
payments.  The Council administers the national scheme for Housing Benefits and the 
local scheme for Council Tax Reduction (prior to April 2013, this was the national Council 
Tax Benefits scheme).  These are means-tested benefits which assist those on low 
incomes to meet their Housing and Council Tax costs.  Housing Benefit is a direct 
payment, whilst Council Tax Reduction is a reduction in liability.  Because of the 
complexity of the schemes and the large amounts involved, it is particularly susceptible 
to fraud.  The Council maintained a small Benefits Investigations Team of three staff 
(1.93 Full Time Equivalent (FTE)), which focuses on the prevention and detection of 
benefits fraud.  (Note: the Team Leader is a shared post with South Lakeland District 
Council (SLDC) and is shown as 0.5FTE).

3.3 In July 2015, staff transferred to the newly established Single Fraud Investigations 
Service (SFIS).  This is run by the Department for Works and Pensions.  It will 
investigate Housing Benefit fraud, not the Council. However, for the whole of 2014-2015, 
the Council’s Investigations Team was in place.
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3.4 There is always the possibility that the Council might suffer from fraud arising in other 
areas than benefits.  This report looks at fraud in benefits and fraud in all other areas.

4. Internal Audit Review of Counter-Fraud Arrangements

4.1 As noted in last year’s Annual Fraud Report, an internal audit review was requested to 
consider the Council’s current counter-fraud arrangements and how these might need to 
change once the transfer to SFIS took place.

4.2 The audit report was reported to this Committee on 26 February 2015 (report F9/15).

4.3 The report’s conclusions were:

 in general, no major changes are required;
 the normal controls to establish the accuracy of any Council Tax discounts should be 

sufficient to address potential fraud in relation to Council Tax Reduction;
 the Senior Internal Auditor should be provided with additional fraud training.  This 

would not be to equip the post holder to be a fraud investigator, but rather to give the 
skills to ensure the overall counter-fraud framework is maintained effectively.

To meet the final point above, suitable training for the Senior Internal Auditor is being 
identified

5. Adequacy of Counter-Fraud Resources

5.1 In assessing the resources required, it is important to reflect the Council’s very small 
size.  Apart from Benefits Investigation staff, the Council has never had any dedicated 
counter-fraud staff.  A variety of staff are regularly involved in counter-fraud work as 
follows:

 Director of Finance - in his role as Head of Internal Audit, the post holder is 
responsible for counter-fraud arrangements generally and, in particular, is responsible 
for:

Counter-fraud strategy
Annual fraud report
Undertaking biennial anti-fraud training
Undertaking biennial check that all staff have read the Counter-Fraud Strategy

 Senior Internal Auditor:

Advises the Director of Finance on the above
Co-ordinates the National Fraud Initiative (NFI) response

 Staff in Financial Services - clearing NFI matches
 Staff in Benefits - clearing NFI matches

5.2 It is not currently possible to quantify the amount of time spent on counter-fraud activity.  
However, this is now a requirement of the Transparency Code and time spent on such 
activity will now be separately recoded in the Council’s timesheet system.
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5.3 The internal audit of counter-fraud arrangements did not suggest that any additional 
resources were required for day-to-day counter fraud: to assess this had been part of the 
audit brief.  However, it is clear that if the Council ever has to deal with a major fraud 
event, it would have to buy in resources.

6. Mandatory Requirements of the Transparency Code 2015

6.1 Local authorities must publish the following information about their counter fraud work: 
the response is also shown:

 number of occasions they use powers under the Prevention of Social Housing 
Fraud (Power to Require Information) (England) Regulations 201444, or similar 
powers – none, as the Council has no housing stock;

 total number (absolute and full time equivalent) of employees undertaking 
investigations and prosecutions of fraud - see paragraph 5 .1 above;

 total number (absolute and full time equivalent) of professionally accredited 
counter fraud specialists - none: as noted above, the Council would buy-in such 
expertise as and when required;

 total amount spent by the Authority on the investigation and prosecution of 
fraud – none, though there is a staff input but no one member of staff spends 
significantly.  There will be a cost of identifying suitable training for the Senior Internal 
Auditor (see paragraph 4.3 above). If needed, the Head of Internal Audit would buy-in 
additional resources to deal with an urgent need to address any major fraud.

 total number of fraud cases investigated - see elsewhere in this report.

7. Corporate Ownership of Counter-Fraud Arrangements

7.1 The Counter-Fraud Strategy notes that whilst this Committee has ultimate oversight of 
counter fraud arrangements, the Council’s Management Team is responsible for 
ensuring that strong and robust counter-fraud arrangements are in place.

7.2 Management Team reviewed a final draft of this report at its meeting on 8 September 
2015.

8. National Fraud Initiative (NFI)

8.1 The Council is obliged to take part in the NFI.  This is a Cabinet Office data matching 
exercise (formerly run by the Audit Commission) that tackles a broad range of fraud risks 
faced by the public sector.  The NFI has been embedded in the statutory external audit 
process for audited and inspected bodies since 1996.  The initial focus was on Housing 
Benefits, but coverage has grown considerably in recent years and now matches records 
across a range of Council activities.  Until this year the NFI was run on a two-year cycle, 
with different data sets being submitted in each year.  From 2014, however, Council Tax/ 
Single Person Discount and Electoral Registration data needs to be submitted annually.  
The co-ordination of the NFI is undertaken by the Council’s Senior Internal Auditor.  To 
support and inform the ‘annual audit opinion’ the Senior Internal Auditor reviews 
identified Payroll and Creditor matches with input from the staff responsible for these 
areas.  Benefits matches are reviewed by the Visiting and Support Officer, with progress 
and outcomes monitored by the Senior Internal Auditor as NFI ‘key contact’.
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8.2 Over the years the NFI has improved and participation in it is now an important element 
in the Council’s approach to fraud prevention.  In particular, it helps to prove that the lack 
of identified fraud (outside of benefits) is reflective of no discernible fraud.

9. Benefit Fraud

9.1 The Council can apply three types of sanctions: a formal caution, an administrative 
penalty, or decide to prosecute.  The application of a caution requires that a claimant 
accepts their guilt.  The application of sanctions is determined by the Benefit Fraud 
guidelines, which were approved by Members.

9.2 The Council’s Benefits Investigation Team is active in identifying claimants who are 
claiming benefit which they are not entitled to.  For 2014-2015, the following is a 
breakdown of the main activity for the Team:

Number of Fraud Referrals 218
Number of Cautions 9
Number of Administrative Penalties 1
Number of Cases Accepted for Prosecution 6
Number of Successful Prosecutions 6

9.3 The Team receives information from a variety of sources and, in 2014-2015, received 
more than 218 reports of suspected fraud.  Around 76% of these cases came from the 
Housing Benefit Data Matching Service (HBDMS).  All local authorities supply data to the 
Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) on a monthly basis and this is matched to 
information from both the local authorities and Government agencies.  An example is the 
comparison of benefits data to information provided by HM Revenues and Customs 
about alleged ‘undeclared increase in earnings’ held.  In one case, a customer failed to 
declare changes to her earnings.  She admitted the offence when interviewed by the 
Investigations Team.  This resulted in an overpayment of benefit of £4,477.40, which she 
is required to repay in full.  Although the case was suitable for prosecution, it was 
decided, after consideration of mitigating factors that the customer gave, to offer her a 
caution, which was accepted, in May 2015.

9.4 The remainder of the referrals come from the Council’s Benefit Assessment and Visiting 
Officers, the DWP, and the general public (usually anonymously).  The Team has an 
excellent working relationship with colleagues from the DWP and other councils and 
carry out joint investigations where DWP or other organisations’ benefits are involved.  In 
one such instance, the Council commenced a joint investigation with the DWP because 
of an allegation of a customer’s undeclared capital.  After a lengthy investigation by both 
the Council’s and the DWP’s Investigation Teams, enough evidence was gathered to put 
before the court.  The resulting overpayment amounted to over £7,761.02 for 
Housing/Council Tax Benefit and pension credits.  In court the customer pleaded guilty to 
three charges of failure to report a change in circumstances.  He received a 12 month 
community order which includes 120 hours of unpaid work, 4 weeks’ curfew between 
7am and 7pm and ordered to pay £85.00 costs, as well as £60.00 victim surcharge.  In 
another investigation where there was no joint working with the DWP, while assessors 
were carrying out a review of the customer’s claim, it was found that she had not 
reported that she had changed employment and was no longer receiving Statutory Sick 
Pay.  This case resulted in a £5,651.36 benefit overpayment.  Although the case was 
suitable for prosecution it was decided, after consideration of mitigating factors that the 
customer gave, to offer her a caution, which was accepted, in May 2015
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9.5 The total amount of fraudulently claimed benefit uncovered from all sources for
2014-2015 was £306,709.68.

10. Other Fraud Areas

10.1 The NFI exercise for 2014-2015 involved the submission of data relating to Housing 
Benefits, Payroll, Creditors' Payments and standing data, Licensing records and 
Insurance Claims.

10.2 471 matches were returned by the Audit Commission.  This related to 257 benefits 
matches to various data sets, 25 Payroll matches, 188 Creditors’ matches and 1 
Insurance match.

10.3 309 matches have been processed, with 45 matches (39 Benefits, 1 Payroll and 5 
Creditors) currently ‘in progress’, that is, either under investigation or awaiting further 
information.  The remaining 117 matches (all Benefits) are awaiting review.  This is due 
to sickness and the effects of the SFIS transfer on the Investigations Section.  Most of 
the Creditors’ matches investigated were found to be for routine reasons, for example, 
payment of monthly/quarterly standing orders/invoices, or the repayment of failed BACS 
payments, which shows that whilst filtering has generally improved the standard of 
matches, there is still scope for improvement.

10.4 Three errors in Benefit cases totalling £1,581.82 have been identified as a result of the 
matches investigated to date.  Twelve ‘errors’ were identified in the Creditors’ matches 
which were duplicate supplier references with no financial implications.  Whilst a number 
of matches remain to be investigated, this is a significant reduction on the three cases of 
fraud totalling £6,682.92 and 45 errors totalling £16,570.11 identified as a result of the 
last NFI exercise.  This may indicate that verification and control procedures have 
improved or increased publicity of counter fraud activities is having an increased 
deterrent effect.  It may also be due to the fact that some long-standing cases of fraud 
have been identified as a result of previous exercises.

10.5 In December 2014, Council Tax and Electoral Register data was submitted to the NFI, 
with the main purpose being to identify cases where a single person discount was 
awarded on Council Tax, but the Electoral Register recorded more than one person at 
the address, or a ‘rising 18’.  Reports detailing 471 Council Tax to Electoral Register and 
20 Council Tax to ‘rising 18’ matches were returned.  218 of these have been 
investigated to date, with 3 cases totalling £307.90 identified for recovery.  This 
compares to £27,944.85 recovered as a result of 42 errors identified from the 321 
matches returned from the last exercise.  Again, whilst about 55% of the matches remain 
to be investigated, the results indicate a significant reduction in the levels of fraud and 
error identified.

10.6 All internal audits consider possible exposure to fraud.  The risk is greater in some audit 
areas, for example, Creditor payments, than others.  Internal Audit has identified no 
issues in relation to fraud during the year.  No other instances of fraud were identified 
from other sources.
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11. Money Laundering

11.1 The defined money laundering limit was exceeded on one occasion during the year due 
to the acceptance of a large cash payment.  The case was subsequently reported to, and 
investigated by, Internal Audit and cash receipting procedures revised accordingly.

12. Confidential Reporting Code

12.1 There were 2 referrals under the Confidential Reporting Code in the year. These were 
investigated and appropriate action taken to address the issues raised.

13. Effectiveness of the Anti-Fraud Strategy

13.1 The CIPFA code of practice on managing the risk of fraud and corruption requires an 
annual assessment of the effectiveness of the counter fraud strategy.

13.2 As the Head of Internal Audit and the lead officer for counter fraud arrangements I 
consider that the Strategy has shown itself to be effective.  This is based on:

 this reports which shows low level of identified fraud;
 the recent Internal Audit review of counter-fraud arrangements.

14. Register of Interests and Gifts and Hospitality

14.1 In order to monitor compliance with standards of conduct, a Register of Members’ 
Interests is maintained and published on the Council’s website and staff must declare all 
offers of gifts or hospitality to Internal Audit.  Entries in the Register are reported annually 
to Management Team.

15. Policy Framework

15.1 The Council has four corporate priorities which are:

 Decent Homes for All
 Strong Economy, Rich Environment
 Thriving Communities
 Quality Council

16. Implications

16.1 Legal

16.1.1 There are no legal implications arising from this report.

16.2 Financial

16.2.1 Any decision to reduce or increase resources must be made within the context of the 
Council’s stated priorities, as set out in its Council Plan 2015-2019, as agreed at Council 
on 16 April 2015.
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16.2.2 There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.  However, having 
effective systems in place against fraud is an important protection against financial 
loss.

16.3 Equality and Diversity

16.3.1 The Council has to have regard to the elimination of unlawful discrimination and 
harassment and the promotion of equality under the Equality Act 2010 and related 
statutes.

16.3.2 There are no direct equality and diversity implications arising from this report.

16.4 Environmental

16.4.1 The Council has to have due regard to conserving biodiversity under the Natural 
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006.

16.4.2 There are no environmental implications.

16.5 Crime and Disorder

16.5.1 Under the Crime and Disorder Act 1998, the Council has to have regard to the need to 
reduce crime and disorder in exercising of any of its functions.

16.5.2 There are no crime and disorder implications.

16.6 Children

16.6.1 Under the Children Act 2004, the Council has to have regard to the need to safeguard 
and promote the welfare of children in the exercise of any of its functions.

16.6.2 There are no direct children implications.

16.7 Risk Management Implications

16.7.1 Risk Management is a process whereby attempts are made to identify, actively control 
and reduce risk to protect the Council.  This covers not only the traditional areas of 
insurable risk, but also the organisational risk that the Council faces in undertaking all 
its activities.

16.7.2 The Council’s approach to fraud is an important element of its management of risk.

D J Rawsthorn
Director of Finance

Governance Checks:

Checked by, or on behalf of, the Chief Finance Officer ✓

Checked by, or on behalf of, the Monitoring Officer ✓
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Background Papers:

F9/15 - Review of Counter-Fraud Arrangements
F43/15 – Internal Audit Annual Report 2014-2015
Internal Audit files
Investigations Team files

Contact Officer: David Rawsthorn
Telephone Number: 01768 212211


